
 

 

Dr. Chris Moore 
Chairman 
Mid Atlantic Fishery Management Council 

 
April 27, 2017 

Dear Dr. Moore and members of the Council, 

 
The Connecticut Charter and Party Boat Association is comprised of 40 professional charter boats sailing 
from ten different Connecticut ports, covering the Western, Central and Eastern Long Island Sound. Our 
Professional Captains have verified credentials, are held to the highest ethics standards and are out on 
the water everyday often acting as the Sheppard’s of their areas.  
Our comments below have been organized in order of importance to us: 
Poor recreational harvesting data causes unstable regulations to be published usually late in the end of 
the first quarter of most years.  Sales can’t begin till the second quarter as businesses are afraid of 
selling customers fishing trips for species that new regulations might closed.   This inability to sell trips 
combined with open/closed dates varying greatly from year to year for our targeted species doesn’t 
allow our businesses to plan to grow for the future.  Data collection accuracy must be addressed. 
         -One example: MRIP data showed CT.  anglers harvested 990,000 pounds of Black Sea Bass in 2016 which was 

said to be up dramatically from 2015.  The CCPBA divided 990,000lbs by 2.04 (avg. keeper weight) then divides 
again by the season length in days (245) which calculates to 1990 keeper Sea Bass caught by rod and reel every 
single day of the open season.  Now take into consideration poor weather cancels 5 to 10% of trips during the 
summer months and greater than 33% in the fall and this reduces the season length to less than 160 days.  -Please 
be are aware that the Black Sea Bass biomass migrates through Long Island Sound during the fishing season.  The 
Central and Western Sound hosts the Spring migration May-June then in July the Sea Bass move East in which the 
Niantic, New London and Mystic ports are able to target them.  At this point Western and Central Long Island 
Sound are absent of Sea Bass dividing down the boats that can pursue them. -Finally, our Charter Captains report 
seeing 3 to 4 recreational anglers per vessel on the weekends, and rarely encounter any recreational boats out 
during the week.   With a recreational limit is 5 Sea Bass per person (if they are successful), it is very difficult to 
believe the harvest data when you divide by real time professional observations. 

 The CCPBA recognizes the benefits of a “For Hire Category” stretching from Mid-New Jersey to include Cape 
Cod and data shows stable landings from charter boats over a long period of time.  By the start of the 2017 
fishing season over 50% of our membership will be voluntarily using Electronic data submission (Safis) (in 
both State and Federal waters) which could be used as a Census (an actual count) vs. a Survey (a guess on 
how the fleet caught).  We could guarantee 100% compliance including discards, by the time of a for hire 
category announcement.  We would ask for three years’ terms on published regulations, which would allow 
our businesses to further plan and grow.  We are sure the positive growth would be extended to the 
businesses in the communities surrounding our ports and Connecticut tourism can refocus on the shoreline 
and away from just our casinos. 

 
After reviewing (and endorsing) the State of New Jersey Summer Flounder appeal, the CCPBA recognizes a 
slightly different body of Summer Flounder (SF) inhabit Connecticut waters.  When applying maximum 
sustainable yield to a for hire category fishing in Connecticut, the CCPBA feels a slot limit (16to19”) preserves 
the breeders and reduces mortality rates in discarded SF.  As Option 5 has reduced our bag limit to three SF, 
we believe with the extra conservation imposed by the slot limit, we can add one trophy fish (19” and over) 
per person per day, keeping the same season length. 

 



 

 

The Striped Bass population in Long Island Sound has been virtually non-existent since 2013.  Since that time 
Black Sea Bass have become vital to our businesses.   We file concern for the experimental Wave 1 Black Sea 
Bass season, in which no minimum size and a 15 fish bag limit per angler has been applied.  The ramifications 
of the 2016 NJ/NY Wave 6 Black Sea Bass data could be crippling to CT Charter Boats, then apply additional 
landings during Wave 1 cause grave concern for our Connecticut Captains. The areas that would benefit from 
this Wave 1 experimental season have other species to target, such as (Tautog, Scup, Striped Bass) during 
Wave 1.  If Sea Bass are over harvested out of our shared recreational quota, and the CT Sea Bass Season is 
shortened, our boats will have nothing to fish for in May and June.  This would be devastating. 

 
Thank you for your consideration, 

The Officers and Captains of  
The Connecticut Charter and Party Boat Association 
 


